Abstract. We investigate small p-groups with cohomology rings of depth higher than predicted by Duflot's theorem. In these groups, a sampling would suggest several naïve conjectures about the degrees of the additional regular sequence elements. We arrive at counterexamples to the idea that all cohomology rings exceeding Duflot's bound have degree 2 regular sequence elements past Duflot's bound as well as to the idea that regular sequences can be pulled back, preserving degrees, along a field extension.
Introduction
Let G be a finite p-group. The cohomology ring H * (G, F p ) is a graded commutative, noetherian, local F p -algebra. The depth of a graded commutative, noetherian, local ring (R, m, k) is defined as the largest n such that there are elements x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ m such that x 1 is not a zerodivisor in R, and x i is not a zerodivisor in R/ x 1 , . . . , x i−1 for all i. A sequence of x i in this manner is called a regular sequence in R, and we say that it displays the depth if the length is precisely the depth. We say that the regular sequence x 1 , . . . , x n has the degree sequence a 1 , . . . , a d if |x i | = a i for any i.
Regular sequences displaying the depth of a ring R are far from unique. For the case H * (G, F p ), a theorem by Duflot in (Duflot, 1981) states that depth H * (G, F p ) ≥ rank p Z(G). The proof of this theorem in (Duflot, 1981) as well as the proof in (Evens, 1991) , both give an explicit regular sequence of length rank p Z(G).
We say that a group is superduflot if its depth exceeds the bound in Duflot's theorem. The Duflot regular sequence can be extended to a maximal regular sequence, and we call the extending sequence a superduflot regular sequence. An element with index higher than the Duflot bound will be called a superduflot element.
For the groups referenced, we give the number in the small groups library (Besche et al., 2001) , and where applicable, the Hall-Senior number (Hall and Senior, 1964) 
Conjectures and counterexamples
Initially, a small sampling of the calculated groups suggested the conjecture 2.1. While checking the conjecture against further groups, the author was repeatedly able to find lower superduflot degree sequences than given in the cohomology ring database (Green, 2006) . Conjecture 2.1. All cohomology rings of superduflot finite groups have superduflot regular sequences in degrees at most 2 Among the groups of order smaller than 256, the calculations of (Carlson, 2001) and (Green, 2006) carry information about the cohomology rings of all 2-groups up to order 64, and all 3-groups and 5-groups of order smaller than 243 as well as 32 groups of order 128. In total, there are 124 superduflot groups among these. 120 of these admit regular sequences with the superduflot elements in degree 2.
Among the remaining 4 groups, an investigation of the to date calculated rings revealed two groups of order 128 (small group indices 929 and 934) and one group of order 243 (small groups index 28), all of which had a common annihilator for all cohomology classes of degree lower than 4. Thus the conjecture 2.1 cannot possibly hold.
Supposing, however, that the elements of low degree do not all have a common annihilator. Then, we could note that On being shown this conjecture, Jon F. Carlson predicted that it would be false for many p-groups. Unfortunately he was right, at least as far as the validity of the conjecture is concerned. However there is basically only one counterexample in the sample under investigation:
One group of order 64, namely small group index 139 or Hall-Senior 260, has depth 2. There is one regular element q of degree 8 of the cohomology ring, and it can be augmented with an element of degree 4 to a regular sequence displaying the depth. (Carlson, 2001) gives the regular sequence, using the presentation below, as
We let the ring H * (G, F 2 ) be presented as in (Carlson, 2001 ) with the generators z, y, x in degree 1, w, v in degree 2, u in degree 3, t, s, r in degree 5 and q in degree 8, and with the relations generated by Greuel et al., 2001 ) now shows that ξ 1 = w+x 2 and ξ 2 = v + y 2 have disjoint annihilators, and furthermore that with ω the additional basis element, that ξ 1 + ωξ 2 is regular in H * (G, F 4 )/ q . Thus there is a regular sequence in H * (G, F 2 2 ) with degree sequence 8, 2. Now, the annihilator of y 2 in H * (G, F 2 ) is generated by the classes x, y, z, u, r, s, t and wv 2 + w 2 v. Thus y 2 wv, y 2 w(w + v) and y 2 v(w + v) all are non-zero, and annihilate w + v, v and w respectively. Thus, every element of H * (G, F 2 ) with degree less than 4 is annihilated by one of these three classes.
